We previously demonstrated that Episodic Autobiographical Memories (EAMs) rely on a network of brain regions comprising the medial temporal lobe (MTL) and distributed neocortical regions regardless of their remoteness. The findings supported the model of memory consolidation which proposes a permanent role of MTL during EAM retrieval (Multiple-Trace Theory or MTT) rather than a temporary role (standard model). Our present aim was to expand the results by examining the interactions between the MTL and neocortical regions (or MTL-neocortical links) during EAM retrieval with varying retention intervals.
Introduction
Autobiographical memory (AM) refers to information and memories of personal life events. It is composed of different types of representations, from general knowledge about oneself (semantic component, also referred to as "personal semantics") to very specific personal events (episodic component) (Tulving et al., 1988; Conway, 2001) . The episodic component (EAM) is characterized by spatio-temporal specificity, mental visual imagery and emotion (Brewer, 1996; Conway and Pleydell-Pearce, 2000; Conway, 2001; Tulving, 2001) , as well as by a particular self-reflective mental state, termed autonoetic consciousness, which implies that the subject recollects his memories with a sense of reliving (re-experiencing), by mentally "travelling back in time" (Wheeler et al., 1997; Tulving, 2001; Piolino et al., in press ). Thus, the central tenet of episodic AM revolves around phenomenological reexperiencing and the sense of self in time. The semantic component is characterized by a state of consciousness, termed noetic consciousness, which enables one to retrieve general facts about a personal event without re-experiencing it.
Neuroimaging studies have detected an overall left-lateralized cerebral network associated with the retrieval of EAMs, including in particular prefrontal, medial and lateral temporal cortices, as well as posterior regions (Maguire, 2001; Moscovitch et al., 2005; Svoboda et al., 2006) . Little is known, however, about interactions between these regions during autobiographical retrieval. Connectivity (Maguire et al., 2000; Addis et al., 2004a) or correlational (Greenberg et al., 2005) analyses can be used to address this issue. Maguire et al. (2000) showed increased connectivity between the hippocampus and the parahippocampal gyrus during the recognition of autobiographical events relative to other memory subtypes (autobiographical events, autobiographical facts, public events or general facts). Similarly, Addis et al. (2004a) showed that the left and right hippocampi were functionally connected during AM retrieval, as well as with the right parahippocampal gyrus. These findings suggest a role of the MTL in the retrieval of EAMs, but do not consider its involvement according to memory remoteness and the phenomenological properties of the memories retrieved.
A central debate today concerns the role over time of the MTL, in particular the hippocampus, in AM retrieval and two conflicting theories of memory consolidation have been proposed. The "standard model" suggests that the MTL is initially implicated in the encoding and consolidation of AMs, but with time, AM retrieval becomes independent of this region and relies only on neocortical regions (Squire and Alvarez, 1995; Bayley and Squire, 2005) . Thus, the retrieval of recent memories relies on interactions between the MTL and neocortical regions (or MTL-neocortical links), while the retrieval of remote memories depends solely on neocortical interactions. Moreover, this theory does not distinguish between the two components of AM (episodic and semantic) and assumes that both are subject to the same consolidation process. Alternatively, the "Multiple Trace Theory" (MTT, Nadel and Moscovitch, 1997; Moscovitch et al., 2005; Nadel et al., 2007) concurs with the standard model for the semantic AMs, but suggests that MTL-neocortical links are permanently required for the retrieval of EAMs. Of note, according to MTT, it is both the hippocampus and its related structures, including the parahippocampal gyrus, which are hypothesized to interact permanently with neocortical regions during the retrieval of both recent and remote EAMs.
In a continuation of our previous activation study (Viard et al., 2007) which favored MTT, we addressed these issues by exploring the patterns of co-activation between different MTL and neocortical regions during the retrieval of EAMs taken from five time-periods and covering the entire life-span of healthy aged adults. Our previous neuroimaging data had
shown that a network, including mainly the left hippocampus, left superior frontal gyrus, bilateral precuneus and posterior cingulate gyrus, was commonly active for all time-periods.
Behaviorally, all memories were characterized by specificity and a high level of details, hence were episodic (i.e. spatiotemporal uniqueness and details). However, some differences emerged among intermediate periods which were rated stronger than the most recent and most remote periods, in terms of the phenomenological attributes of memory (i.e. emotion, mental visual imagery, and autonoetic consciousness) and recruited additionally the right hippocampus.
In the present paper, using the same data set, we examined correlations in the activation of medial temporal and neocortical regions during the retrieval of recent and remote EAMs, in order to further test the two models of memory consolidation. In our analyses, we included a priori regions known to be particularly involved in the retrieval of EAMs (Cabeza and St Jacques, 2007) , namely the MTL, prefrontal and, posterior regions (precuneus and posterior cingulate gyrus), as well as lateral temporal cortices. Indeed, substantial evidence implicates the MTL in the retrieval of EAMs, in particular the hippocampus and parahippocampal gyrus (Ryan et al., 2001; Maguire, 2001; Maguire and Frith, 2003 a, b; Piefke et al., 2003; Piolino et al., 2004; Gilboa et al., 2004; Addis et al., 2004b; Greenberg et al., 2005; Viard et al., 2007) , as well as the amygdala which is known for its role in the processing of emotional AMs (Markowitsch et al., 2000 Daselaar et al., 2008; for review, see Phelps, 2004) . A close link between memory and emotion is suggested by studies showing a preferential recall of emotional events (Brewer, 1988; Dolan et al., 2000) . The prefrontal cortex (PFC) is crucial for the reconstruction of EAMs from the initial search to the maintenance of a specific memory in mind and is thought to be involved in the controlled retrieval of information from posterior regions (Mayes and Roberts, 2001; Simons and Spiers, 2003; Gilboa, 2004; Cabeza and St Jacques, 2007; Piolino et al., 2008) . Prefrontal regions are also hypothesized to play a role in the emergence of autonoetic consciousness, an essential characteristic of EAM retrieval (Levine et al., 1998; Piolino et al., 2005) . Posterior regions, such as the precuneus or the posterior cingulate gyrus, have been associated with access to sensory-perceptual details, in particular via their role in mental visual imagery (Fletcher et al., 1995; Cavanna and Trimble, 2006) . Lateral temporal activations are involved in semantic retrieval processes (Maguire, 2001; Piolino et al., 2007) . Indeed, autobiographical retrieval is often initiated by first browsing through the general levels of autobiographical knowledge before accessing an episodic event (Conway and Pleydell-Pearce, 2000; Conway et al., 2001 ).
Concerning our main predictions and according to MTT, we expected activation in the MTL (hippocampus, parahippocampal gyrus, amygdala) and neocortical regions (frontal, temporal and posterior regions) to be correlated during the retrieval of EAMs, whether they belonged to recent or remote time-periods (Nadel and Moscovitch, 1997; Moscovitch et al., 2005; Nadel et al., 2007) . Furthermore, we predicted that the more richly recollected intermediate periods (compared to the most recent and remote ones) would involve a larger bilateral MTL-neocortical correlational network.
Materials and Methods

Participants
Twelve right-handed (as measured by the Edinburgh handedness inventory) healthy females (mean age ± SD = 67.2 ± 5.2 years; ranging from 60 to 75 years old) with no history of psychiatric or neurological disorder were recruited through a university, a retirement association or a newspaper advertisement. To obtain a homogeneous group, we recruited only females. The study was approved by the Regional Ethics Committee and written informed consent was obtained from all subjects prior to their participation in the study. Participants had no abnormality on their T 1 -weighted high-resolution magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
They underwent a battery of neuropsychological tests to assess their cognitive abilities and all performed in the normal range (see Viard et al., 2007 , for a full description). Each participant resided at home and all were active in cultural pursuits, continuing education or with responsibilities in diverse associations.
Task and Experimental Design
The experimental procedure was divided in two sessions (for more details, see Viard et al., 2007) . A few weeks before the experimental phase, the first session was carried out with a close family member who was interviewed on the participant's specific life-events. In the second session, a training period preceded the functional scanning which was followed by a debriefing. Personal sentence-cues were elaborated from the family member's prior interview and cues were visually presented in white on a black background, using Superlab software (3.0 version, Cedrus). Participants were given precise instructions to recall "a personal event which occurred only once, at a particular place and date, and lasted several minutes or hours, but less than a day, with as many details as they could". The scanning period consisted of five functional runs, randomly intermixed across subjects, each corresponding to one time-period and composed of five intermixed experimental and control blocks. In the experimental condition, participants viewed sentence-cues presented for 5 seconds, followed by 19 seconds of blank screen during which they had to mentally retrieve the corresponding specific personal event (e.g., the wedding of Pierre; the visit to the Eiffel Tower). Since they could start their mental evocation while the cue was still on the screen, the maximum retrieval time was 24 seconds. They were asked to press on a button as soon as they gained access to the prompted event. Twenty-five sentences-cues were presented per subject, corresponding to the five different time-periods (P1: 0-17 years; P2: 18-30 years; P3: > 30 years old except for the last 5 years; P4: last 5 years except the last 12 months; P5: last 12 months). In the control condition, participants were asked to detect the presence of two consecutive letters ("mb") in pseudo-words of six letters (for example, "speugr" or "mbieha") and were instructed to press on a button when "mb" was present in the pseudo-word. This low-level task was chosen as a baseline condition in order to control for reading operations, mental processing of visual cues and motor processing, common to both experimental and control tasks.
Following the scanning session, a debriefing took place in which participants retrieved all events again and rated them on behavioral scales. We specifically assessed episodic AM, taking into account not only the objective specificity of the personal events that are recalled, (uniqueness, spatiotemporal location, details), but also the subjective experience of remembering the encoding context. Indeed, episodic AM relies not only on the ability to recall a specific event and locate it in time and space, but also on the ability to recollect specific details which distinguish that event from similar ones. As it is possible to rebuild a specific event from one's personal semantic AM without actually reliving sensory-perceptual episodic details, it is vital to gauge the specificity of details from the encoding context through the sense of re-experiencing. The encoding context encompasses time and space (i.e.
the specificity of event), sensory-perceptual-affective-cognitive details (i.e. the specificity of details), the subjective experience (i.e. autonoetic consciousness) and the visual experience (i.e. self-perspective) (Piolino et al., 2006, in press ).
Participants were first given precise instructions to recall again the personal events from the five different time periods in the scan which were rated using strict objective criteria. The subjective reports of memories were then assessed using the Remember/Know procedure (Tulving, 1985; Gardiner, 1988) , the quantification of mental visual imagery and the rememberer's self-perspective known as the Field/Observer perspective paradigm (Nigro & Neisser, 1983; Robinson & Swanson, 1993) , which makes it possible to differentiate between episodic and semantic AM retrieval. In total, our procedure made it possible to measure episodic AM characterized by uniqueness, specificity and details, and as enabling someone to "travel back in time", relive specific events and view these events as they would originally have been seen through his or her own eyes (see also Crawley & French, 2005) .
Accordingly, episodicity was estimated 1) with an "objective" measure using an episodic scale which takes into account uniqueness, specificity and details of each memory and 2) with "subjective" measures of remembering using analogical scales (see below). More precisely, the specificity of each evocation was measured by the investigators using a validated finegrained five-point scale (Piolino et al., 2003; 2007, in press; Viard et al., 2007) , taking into account the specificity of the content (single or repeated event), the spatiotemporal situation and the presence of details (perceptions, thoughts, feelings). A specific event with sensory details situated in time and space was given a score of 4. A specific event without any details but situated in time and space was scored 3. A repeated or extended event was scored 2 if it was situated in time and space or 1 if it was not. An absence of memory, or only general information about a theme, was scored 0. A total score (strictly episodic or EM score) was recorded per time period which took into account the number of specific and detailed memories scoring 4. Besides, in order to specify the different aspects of the recollective experience, participants were asked to rate their memories on several analogical scales (10-cm lines; subjective measurement), known to be crucial to control the degree of episodic reexperiencing (Piolino et al., 2004, in press; Viard et al., 2007) . These scales evaluated the emotional intensity and state of consciousness at retrieval (as measured by the Remember/Know paradigm), as well as various attributes of mental visual imagery, such as the mental strategy used during retrieval, the mental image quality and the number of mental images retrieved and the field viewpoint perspective.
As our previous study (Viard et al., 2007) showed that the objective measure of episodicity was comparable across the five time-periods and involved the hippocampus and neocortical regions whatever the time-periods, we did not focus the present analyses on this score. By contrast, since the subjective measures differed across the five time-periods, for the purpose of the present study, we calculated for each time-period an index of phenomenology (i.e. phenomenological score) that combines all behavioral subjective measures collected at debriefing (i.e. emotional intensity, state of consciousness, mental visual strategy, mental image quality and number of mental images, viewpoint perspective). Indeed, our interest was to answer the question of MTL-neocortical interaction over the course of time in episodic recollection which is based on the combination of three attributes, e.g. emotion, autonoetic consciousness and visual imagery (see results of Viard et al., 2007, and Piolino et al., in press for an extended theoretical account). http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spml). The first six volumes of the functional acquisition were discarded, allowing for signal stabilization, and differences in slice acquisition timing were corrected. Images were realigned to correct for interscan movement with creation of resliced mean functional volumes (mean-fMRI). For inter-modalities registration, rigid registration matrices (mean-fMRI onto T2-MRI and PD-MRI onto T1-MRI and T1-MRI onto the oldadult template) were computed, combined and then applied to fMRI volumes. Individual T1-MRIs were then segmented using the old-adult templates as priors (obtained previously, one for each tissue type; see above) and normalized. In order to set the fMRI volumes into our old-adult space, functional MRI images were resampled using the normalization parameters obtained in the segmentation step. Finally, data were spatially smoothed with an 8-mm 3 FWHM Gaussian kernel, leading to an image smoothness of approximately 11 mm in the 3 directions.
fMRI Data Analysis A fixed-effect (within-subject) model was applied to the time-series of each subject. After filtering (high-pass filter: 96 s), t-statistic maps were generated for the contrasts "memory minus control", for each period. A priori ten bilateral anatomical VOIs selected from the aal template of SPM5 (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002; Piolino et al., 2008) For each participant, mean activation values corresponding to the difference in BOLD activation between the experimental and control tasks, were extracted within each VOI for each time-period using the "anatomical VOI analysis" of the fMRIroi SPM toolbox.
For the purpose of our study, we were mainly interested in identifying correlations between brain regions and used both simple univariate (see also Greenberg et al., 2005 who use a similar approach to ours) and multi-variate methods (see below). We performed correlational analyses between the twenty regions for each time-period independently.
Bravais-Pearson coefficients were calculated for each VOI crossed with all other regions. The
Bonferroni correction was applied to correct for multiple comparisons. Results were, thus, considered significant at p < 0.000125 (i.e. 0.05 divided by 20 x 20).
Additionally, we conducted two types of stepwise regression analyses (mutli-variate method) to study the relationships between activation in the different brain regions and the "phenomenological score" which combines various critical attributes of EAMs collected during the debriefing session (i.e. emotional intensity, autonoetic consciousness, mental visual strategy, mental image quality and number of mental images retrieved, viewpoint perspective)
for each period separately. First, we conducted step-wise regression analyses to examine which brain regions best predicted the phenomenological score (combining all phenomenological attributes of episodic memories) taken as dependent variable, for each time-period. Second, we carried out other stepwise regression analyses to study the relationships between activation in both hippocampi and other brain regions, for each period separately, equated for their episodic characteristics. Mean activation values within both hippocampal VOIs were entered as dependent variables and those within the other VOIs as independent ones.
Results
Behavioral results
Behavioral results reported previously (Viard et al., 2007) showed that memories from all time-periods were characterized by specificity and detail (as measured by the EM score)
attesting of their episodic nature, as well as by the use of a visual mental strategy and the retrieval of numerous mental images. Differences among periods included memories from P2, P3 and P4 which were emotionally more intense at encoding (for P2 and P3) or at retrieval (for P3 and P4), compared to memories from P1 and P5, and memories from P1 which were less autonoetic and mental image quality less clear than the other periods. Further analyses (ANOVA) carried out on the phenomenological score confirmed a significant effect of time-periods (F(4,44) = 3.06, p < 0.05). Post hoc tests (PLSD Fisher) indicated that periods P1 and P5 were scored lower than the remote periods P2 and P3 and the recent period P4 (p < 0.05).
Alternatively, the periods P2, P3 and P4 were equivalent (data not shown).
Correlational analyses
Results show similarities, as well as differences between periods. Of note, all significant correlations are positive at a very stringent threshold (p < 0.000125). For more clarity, results are separated, first, in terms of correlations in the activation between the MTL and neocortical regions and among subregions of the MTL (Table 1) , then among extra-MTL neocortical regions (Table 2) .
Correlations between activation in the MTL and neocortical regions and among subregions of the MTL
Results, depicted on Table 1 and Figure Table 2 and Figure 1B . Overall, within extra-MTL neocortical areas, there are as many intra-hemispheric as there are inter-hemispheric correlations.
In order to account for the fact that neighboring VOIs might not be independent of each other and consequently bias the resulting correlations, we re-analyzed our data without smoothing the raw data. Results are very similar to the ones reported on the smoothed data and correlations between neighboring regions remained significant, both between the MTL and neocortex, within the MTL or within the neocortex. Thus, by not smoothing our data and hence by minimizing the possible "overlap" of regions on one another, the significant correlations among neighboring regions cannot be considered simple autocorrelations.
Regression analyses
Main results of the first step-wise regression analyses, depicted on Table 3 Main results of the second step-wise regression analyses, depicted in Table 4 , performed between both hippocampi as dependant variables and the other brain regions as independent variables, mainly show that activation in the (left or right) hippocampus is best predicted by activation in the MTL regions (parahippocampal gyrus and amygdala) and then neocortical regions (frontal except for P5, temporal or posterior regions: precuneus and posterior cingulate cortex). Overall, the regression analyses show a pattern of significant MTL-neocortical interaction regardless of the time-period.
Discussion
In a continuation of our previous activation study (Viard et al., 2007) which demonstrated the permanent involvement of the hippocampus and neocortical regions in EAM retrieval regardless of remoteness, we investigated how functional integration between brain regions could be affected by memory remoteness. We examined correlations in the activation of brain regions known to play a crucial role in autobiographical retrieval, namely the MTL, frontal and posterior regions (precuneus and posterior cingulate gyrus), as well as lateral temporal regions during the retrieval of memories covering five time-periods in aged participants.
Using a paradigm specifically designed to encompass up-to-date concepts of EAM (Tulving, 2001 (Tulving, , 2002 Conway, 2001; in press), we addressed the issue of episodic memory consolidation paying particular attention to the effect of time-interval on MTLneocortical links.
Our previous findings had shown that the recollection of EAMs from the five time-periods triggered activation in a circumscribed network, including the left hippocampus and superior frontal gyrus, as well as the precuneus and posterior cingulate gyrus, bilaterally (Viard et al., 2007) . Behavioral results indicated that regardless of the age of memories, recollection was characterized by specificity, attesting of their episodic nature (i.e. spatiotemporal uniqueness and details). Differences among periods included memories from P2, P3 and P4 which were rated stronger than the other periods (P1 and P5) in terms of the phenomenological attributes of memories and recruited, additionally, the right hippocampus.
New findings based on correlational and regression analyses show a pattern of significant
MTL-neocortical or MTL-MTL interactions for all time-periods, as well as strong correlations
within extra-MTL neocortical regions. These results will be discussed in light of the two conflicting models of long-term memory consolidation, first, in terms of activation between MTL and neocortical regions, then among subregions of the MTL and, finally, among neocortical regions.
Correlations between activation in the MTL and neocortical regions
Activations in the MTL and neocortex (lateral temporal cortex, temporal pole, precuneus) strongly correlate for both remote (P1 and P3) and recent (P4) periods, indicating that MTL-neocortical links are still present during the retrieval of episodic memories whatever their remoteness. This result is concordant with the proposed permanent link between medial temporal and neocortical regions in the retrieval of EAMs irrespective of their remoteness (MTT; Nadel and Moscovitch, 1997; Nadel et al., 2007) and refutes the standard model which would have predicted greater MTL-neocortical correlations for recent compared to remote AMs. Instead, MTT postulates that the MTL as a whole (i.e. including the hippocampus, parahippocampal gyrus and amygdala) interacts permanently with neocortical regions during the retrieval of both recent and remote episodic AMs. Our results are also in line with an increasing number of studies using the voxel-based approach which have shown the permanent involvement of the MTL in the retrieval of EAMs whatever their remoteness (Ryan et al., 2001; Addis et al., 2004b; Gilboa et al., 2004; Piolino et al., 2004; Rekkas and Constable, 2005; Steinvorth et al., 2006; Nadel et al., 2007; Viard et al., 2007; Daselaar et al., 2008; Piolino et al., 2008) . Further support to MTT is brought by recent patient studies which suggest that MTL damage impairs remote memory retrieval to a greater extent than was previously thought (Steinvorth et al., 2006; Noulhiane et al., 2007) , although the importance of retrograde amnesia depends on the extent of the lesion (Hepner et al., 2007; Kirwan et al., 2008) .
Interestingly, no significant correlations were detected between activation in the frontal and medial temporal regions, possibly due to the use of a stringent threshold, but consistent with previous findings (Markowitsch, 1995) . Based on neuropsychological observations, Markowitsch (1995) proposed that prefrontal regions communicate with the lateral (and not the medial) part of the temporal lobes, in its polar area, and this is made possible via a bundle of fibers, the uncinate fasciculus, which unites the frontal and temporal lobes. Indeed, our results indicate that activation in the medial temporal regions significantly correlate with the lateral temporal areas, both for remote (P1 and P3) and recent (P4) periods. This is also consistent with previous connectivity findings which showed that the recollection of autobiographical events caused increased connectivity between the parahippocampal gyrus and the lateral temporal regions (lateral temporal cortex and temporal pole), relative to public events (Maguire et al., 2000) . We can extrapolate these findings to pathology in which an interruption of circuits connecting frontal and temporo-polar regions produces a deficit in recall, even with intact MTL structures, resulting in a disconnection syndrome (Markowitsch, 1995; Levine et al., 1998; Piolino et al., 2005) .
Correlations among subregions of the MTL
Activation in the hippocampus correlates significantly with activation in other MTL regions (parahippocampal gyrus, amygdala) during the retrieval of recent (P1 and P3) and remote (P4 and P5) EAMs. Additionally, we detected significant correlations in the activation of both hippocampi for remote (P3) and recent (P4) periods, suggesting that MTL-MTL links are permanently required for the retrieval of long-term EAMs regardless of memory age.
These findings are thus concordant with MTT which would predict long-lasting interactions among MTL subregions (Nadel et al., 2007) and refute predictions of the standard model which would predict greater MTL-MTL interactions for recent than for remote memories (Squire and Alvarez, 1995) . Results also showed significant correlations involving the parahippocampal gyrus, either bi-hemispheric correlations (for P2 and P4) or correlations with other MTL subregions (hippocampus or amygdala) for both remote (P1, P3) and recent (P4, P5) periods. Similarly, Addis et al. (2004a) showed that the left and right hippocampi were both functionally connected during AM retrieval, as well as with the right parahippocampal gyrus. While these findings support MTT and confirm the importance of the hippocampus in EAM retrieval whatever memory remoteness, they also underline the role of the parahippocampal gyrus and an interaction between both structures to support the recollection of personal past events (Maguire et al., 2000; Tsukiura et al., 2002; Okuda et al., 2003; St Jacques et al., 2008) . Tsukiura et al. (2002) suggest that the parahippocampal gyrus, particularly on the right, may be implicated in the retrieval of topographical or spatial EAMs (Niki and Luo, 2002; Moscovitch et al., 2005) . They propose that right parahippocampal activation could be related to the recruitment of posterior visual areas during the retrieval of older episodic memories. Although we did not detect a direct link between the parahippocampal gyrus and posterior areas, activation in the latter strongly correlated with other neocortical regions (see below).
Our results highlight the involvement of the amygdala and its interaction with the hippocampus and parahippocampal gyrus, particularly during the retrieval of memories from periods P3 and P4. Behaviorally, these periods were rated higher in terms of emotional intensity at retrieval compared to memories from the other periods. Emotion is an important phenomenological quality of persistent and vivid EAMs (Christianson, 1992; Talarico et al., 2004) . Interestingly, our regressions analyses showed that the phenomenological attributes of EAMs (phenomenological score) are best predicted by the amygdala for P3, period which in our sample was rated the most intense emotionally, both at encoding and at retrieval. Much evidence suggests that the enhanced memory capability observed for emotional events is due, at least in part, to the amygdala's influence on encoding and storage of hippocampaldependent memories (for review, see Phelps, 2004) , as suggested by many studies detecting amygdalar activation during EAM retrieval (Fink et al., 1996; Markowitsch et al., 2000 Markowitsch et al., , 2003 Maguire and Frith, 2003; Addis et al., 2004; Greenberg et al., 2005; Daselaar et al., 2008) .
Functional interactions have been detected between the amygdala and the hippocampus during encoding (Hamann et al., 1999; Dolcos et al., 2004) , as well as during retrieval (Dolcos et al., 2005) especially if recall is accompanied by a sense of recollection (see also, Sharot et al., 2004) . Thus, our results further highlight the role of the amygdala in phenomenological processes and the crucial role of emotion in the reviviscence of EAMs.
General discussion on the MTL-neocortical interactions
Overall, there are as many intra-hemispheric as there are inter-hemispheric correlations between the MTL and neocortical regions and the same is true within the MTL alone. This is concordant with a growing number of recent activation studies which detected bilateral MTL activation when participants were engaged in the retrieval of specific AMs (i.e. EAMs) rated strongly in terms of vividness, richness of detail, emotionality, re-experiencing or personal significance (Ryan et al., 2001; Piefke et al., 2003; Okuda et al., 2003; Gilboa et al., 2004; Mayes et al., 2004; Piolino et al., 2004; Greenberg et al., 2005; Steinvorth et al., 2006; Viard et al., 2007) . Thus, combined with voxel-based studies, our results stress the idea that a bilateral interplay between MTL-neocortical regions characterizes rich EAM recollection (see also Piolino et al., 2008) .
Our regression analyses provided further insights about the relationship between the phenomenological attributes of EAMs (via the phenomenological score which combines emotional intensity, autonoetic consciousness, mental visual strategy, mental image quality, number of mental images and viewpoint perspective) and certain brain regions. Interestingly, the phenomenological score was best predicted by the MTL (hippocampus and amygdala) for intermediate periods (P2, P3 and P4), while the score was best predicted by neocortical regions (frontal and lateral temporal regions) for periods P1 and P5. This might be explained by the fact that memories from intermediate periods were phenomenologically different compared to the very recent (P1) and very remote memories (P5). Indeed, although memories from all time-periods were specific (i.e. episodic, characterized by spatiotemporal uniqueness and details, as measured by the objective EM score), some memories showed modulations on certain subjective scales and were thus phenomenologically different according to the period considered (e.g. higher emotional intensity at retrieval for P3 and P4 compared to P1 and P5; lower autonoetic consciousness and quality of mental images for P1). In fact, the objective EM score taps a different aspect of episodicity than the subjective recollective ratings. Indeed, one has to reach a certain threshold of episodicity, in order for an event to be episodic. Then, above the threshold, there are graduations or modulations on certain episodic qualities (Piolino et al., 2006; Viard et al., 2007) .
Altogether, our results suggest that the retention interval (e.g. memory remoteness) is not the only factor which influences cerebral activity and interactions: richness of recollection (i.e. the quality of memories retrieved) has a crucial role on brain activity and brain interactions. This conclusion is actually in line with (and confirms) recent neuroimaging studies: beyond memory remoteness, richness of recollection (emotion, visual imagery, vividness, level of detail, personal importance) strongly influences patterns of brain activations (Ryan et al., 2001; Addis et al., 2004; Gilboa et al., 2005 ; for reviews, see Moscovitch et al., 2005; Cabeza and St Jacques, 2007) . Overall, our results are very much in accordance with predictions of MTT which stress that all the phenomenological features of EAM retrieval are crucial for the continuous involvement of MTL-neocortical associations (see Moscovitch et al., 2005; Nadel et al., 2007) .
Correlations between activation in extra-MTL neocortical regions
Our results indicate a continuous interaction between different neocortical sites for recent and remote periods, as predicted by both models of memory consolidation. Indeed, the standard model and MTT both suggest that cortico-cortical connections persist through time and will be strengthened as the memories are consolidated (Squire and Alvarez, 1995; Nadel and Moscovitch, 1997; Nadel et al., 2007) . Here, we show that, for all time-periods, interactions among neocortical regions involve both anterior and posterior regions.
Strong correlations involving posterior regions are detected between the bilateral precuneus (for all time-periods) and between the precuneus and posterior cingulate gyrus (for P1, P4 and P5). Previous findings suggest a role of the precuneus, and the adjacent posterior cingulate cortex, in self-referential processes (Fink et al., 1996; Maddock et al., 2001) . Along with other cortical midline structures (or CMS), both regions are hypothesized to play a role in generating a model of the self (Northoff and Bermpohl, 2004) . In our study, the stimuli selected were highly self-relevant and targeted specific and unique AMs in the participants'
lives. Furthermore, a role of the precuneus in visual mental imagery during episodic memory retrieval has previously been shown (Fletcher et al., 1995; Shallice et al., 1994; Cavanna and Trimble, 2006) . Visual mental imagery increases the recall of EAMs: detailed memories are often accompanied by strong imagery reports (Brewer, 1988 (Brewer, , 1996 Dewhurst and Conway, 1994; Greenberg and Rubin, 2003) . Indeed, our behavioral data indicate that, for all timeperiods, the strategy used to retrieve memories was massively visual, possibly reflecting access to event-specific knowledge (ESK, Conway and Pleydell-Pearce, 2000) .
Significant correlations involving frontal regions (superior, middle or inferior frontal gyri)
are detected for all time-periods (subthresholded for P1), either fronto-frontal (for P3, P4 and P5) or between the frontal lobes and other neocortical regions (e.g. lateral temporal cortex or temporal pole for P1, P2, P3 and P5; precuneus for P3 and P4). Neuroimaging studies have provided extensive evidence that links episodic memory and AM to distinct functions of the frontal lobes, such as strategic retrieval processing, self referential processing, monitoring related to self processing (for reviews, see Cabeza and Nyberg, 2000; Gilboa, 2004; Svoboda et al., 2006; Cabeza and St Jacques, 2007) . The prefrontal lobe is one of the critical regions for the emergence of autonoetic consciousness (Wheeler et al., 1997) and is also essential in self-awareness present at retrieval (Levine et al., 1998; Piolino et al., 2005) . Lesion studies have shown that damage to the (right) prefrontal lobes can lead to disruption in the way individuals think about themselves: patients know what happened to them, but are unconcerned or indifferent, and their memories seem to lack personal significance (Wheeler et al., 1997) . Our behavioral findings show that memories from all time-periods were recollected with an autonoetic state of consciousness. Moreover, strong correlations were detected among frontal regions probably supporting the rise of autonoetic consciousness in the retrieval process. Further confirmation was provided by the step-wise regression analyses which showed that, for all time-periods, (left or right) frontal regions were good predictors of the phenomenological score (which encompasses, in particular, autonoetic consciousness).
Overall, our results highlight the crucial role of autonoetic consciousness in the reviviscence of EAMs and provide further evidence of a role of the frontal regions in accessing phenomenologically rich EAMs.
Finally, strong correlations involving the lateral temporal regions (temporal pole or lateral temporal cortex) emerged during the retrieval of memories from all time-periods, either correlations with frontal regions (for P2, P3 and P5) or with the precuneus (for P1, P4 and P5)
or bi-hemispheric interactions between the left and right temporal poles (for P2, P3 and P5).
Increased connectivity amongst lateral temporal areas has been detected during the recognition of general knowledge and public events (Maguire et al., 2000) , both semantic in nature, suggesting a role of these regions in semantic processes. In fact, evidence has linked the functions of the lateral temporal lobes to personal semantic memory processes (Lee et al., 2002; Mummery et al., 1996; Piolino et al., 2007 ; for review, see Svoboda et al., 2006) . It has been hypothesized that the temporal pole acts as a convergence zone and integrates information from hippocampal structures and posterior association regions (Damasio, 1989; Maguire et al., 2000; Svoboda et al., 2006) . Temporopolar activations are often reported in studies of AM retrieval and lesion to this region may cause focal retrograde amnesia (Wheeler and McMillan, 2001) . Lateral temporal regions are also functionally connected with the hippocampus during the retrieval of both unique (specific) and repeated (general) autobiographical events (Addis et al., 2004a) . Similarly, our regression analyses show that the lateral temporal regions are good predictors of hippocampal activation for all time-periods.
Hence, these findings stress the role of semantic knowledge in accessing EAMs. More generally, our findings substantiate that episodic and semantic memory processes are integral parts of AM recollection and access to episodic events is often managed by first sifting through the general autobiographical knowledge (Conway and Bekerian, 1987; Conway and Pleydell-Pearce, 2000; Conway et al., 2001; Levine et al., 2004; Svoboda et al., 2006) .
Conclusions
Our main results indicate that activation in medial temporal and neocortical regions An aspect which we could not address in this study (due to design limitations) is the directionality of interaction. Effective connectivity methods, such as Dynamic Causal
Modeling (DCM), are particularly appealing to determine causal outcomes. It would also be interesting, in future studies, to trace individualized ROIs to better delineate finer subregions in the medial temporal lobe, for example, in the parahippocampal gyrus (parahippocampal, entorhinal and perirhinal cortices), in order to distinguish the separate contributions of each of these subregions in EAM retrieval, across time. Further research is, thus, needed to clarify the influence that the regions of the EAM network exert over one another and the contribution of the finer subregions of this system. Abbreviations: Amg = amygdala, F sup = superior frontal gyrus, F mid = middle frontal gyrus, Hcp = hippocampus, L = left, Para = parahippocampal gyrus, T = lateral temporal gyri, T pole = anterior/middle temporal pole, R = right. r 2 is the total proportion of variance mediated by each predictor and the total r² is the total r 2 for the selected predictors with associated significance probability (* p<0.005 ** p<0.01, *** p<0.05, ns non significant). r 2 is the total proportion of variance mediated by each predictor and the total r² is the total r 2 for the selected predictors with associated significance probability ( $ p=0.005, * p<0.005 ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001, ns non significant).
Period 1 r²
Note: The table shows the regression coefficient (B) and associated significance probability 
